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Abstract: A three-phase mixed columnar-equiaxed solidification model considering
fluid flow, heat and solute transport is applied to simulate the solidification in a vertical continuous casting. The key features of solidification phenomena in this process,
such as evolution of columnar phase, evolution and floatation/sedimentation of equiaxed crystals, thermal solutal convection of the melt and the flow caused by crystal
sedimentation, development of as-cast structure, the columnar-to-equiaxed transition
(CET), and formation of macrosegregation, are simulated. It is predicted that there is
an equiaxed zone in the central part of the strand, and the rest section is filled with columnar phase (or dominant with columnar phase). A relatively strong negative segregation in the equiaxed zone and a mostly neutral concentration in the columnar region
are found. Near the CET, there is a so-called middle radius positive segregation band.
Formation mechanisms of this segregation pattern are discussed.

1. Introduction
Vertical continuous casting technique is recently applied to produce large round steel strands and to
replace some of the conventional ingot castings [1-3]. As shown in Figure 1 (a), the molten steel is
conducted into the mold through a submerged entry nozzle (SEN) and the melt solidifies against the
water-cooled copper mold. Below the copper mold, water and air mist sprays cool the strand continuously to maintain solidification of the melt core until it becomes fully solid. One problem is that the
as-cast product is prone to macrosegregation, when the diameter of the strand increases. A special
segregation profile across the section is developed, which differs from those of conventional continuously cast round products (small diameter) and conventional strands. No simple experience can be
referred to control the macrosegregation directly, and experimental investigation would be extremely
costly. Therefore, a numerical study of the flow phenomena and the formation mechanisms of macrosegregation during solidification is performed. In present paper, a three phase mixed columnarequiaxed solidification model by Wu [4] is applied to analyze flow, solidification, columnar equiaxed
phase transfer and evolution of macrosegregation in the vertical continuous casting. The aim of this
paper is to simulate the as-cast structure including macrosegregation.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Figure 1. Scheematic of vertical steel ccontinuous casting
main in 2D axxial symmetrry (b).
dom
2. Numeerical Model
A volum
me averaged Eulerian-Eu
ulerian three phase mixeed columnar--equiaxed soolidification model is
applied. Detailed desscriptions off the model ccan be found
d in previouss studies [4-77]. In the folllowing a
brief desscription andd further simp
plifications oof the numeriical model arre given:
a) Threee phases are considered: primary liquuid melt (  ), equiaxed ph
hase (e), coluumnar phase (c). Ideal
crystaal morphologgies are assu
umed: spherees for equiaxed (globular) grains, andd cylinders fo
or columnar (ccellular) dendrite trunks.
b) Both liquid and equiaxed ph
hases are mooving phasess for which the
t correspoonding veloccity fields



( u ) and ( ue ) aree solved. Thee motion of ccolumnar phase is set equ
ual to the cassting speed ( u pull ).
p
are soolved. A larg
ge inter-phasee volume heaat transfer co
oefficient
c) Enthaalpy equationns for all 3 phases
betweeen the phasses is applied
d to balancee the temperaatures among
g the phasess. Therefore only one
tempeerature field is necessarilly used to reppresent all th
hree phases.
d) Volum
me-averagedd concentratiions for eachh phases ( c , ce , cc ) are solved by gglobal speciees conservationn equations. To evaaluate macrrosegregation
n, a mixtu
ure concenntration is defined:
w a socmix  (c   f   ce  e f e  cc  c f c ) /(   f    e f e   c f c ) . Or it is sometimes evaluated with
calledd macrosegreegation index
x:   100  ( c mix  c0 ) / c0 .
e) A connstant number density (n
ne) of equiaxxed crystals, predefined to
t mimic thee origin of crrystals by
electrro-magnetic stirring, is asssumed to ennter the domaain from the inlet.
f) Grow
wth of equiaxxed crystals and
a columnaar crystals arre explicitly calculated
c
acccording to diffusiond
goverrned growth kinetics. Interactions bettween equiax
xed crystals and columnaar crystals arre considered. Therefore, the
t columnarr-to-equiaxedd transition (CET) can bee predicted.
g) No sshrinkage poorosity is considered. Thhe Boussinesq approach
h is employeed to modell thermosolutaal convectionn, grain sedim
mentation, annd sedimentaation-induced melt conveection.
Due to the axis symmetry,
s
th
he calculatioon domain iss set up in Figure
F
1(b). The influen
nce of the
submergged entry nozzzle (SEN) iss ignored andd the electro
omagnetic force is not takken into acco
ount. The
liquid m
melt with superheat is asssumed to be conducted in
nto the mold
d continuouslly from the meniscus
with connstant velocitty, and to be cooled dow
wn by the prim
mary cooling
g (mold) andd second cooling zone
(from Z1 to Z4). Grravity acts in
n the axial ddirection. Th
he model dom
main is discr
cretized by a mesh of
20×40 m
mm2. The phyysical properrties and bouundary param
meters are listted in Table 1.
The m
model is reaalized numerrically with a control-vo
olume based finite diﬀereence method
d through
the ANS
SYS FLUEN
NT software version
v
14.5,, run on a Clu
uster paralleled with 12 ccores. Both the
t liquid
and solidd share a sinngle pressure field p. Thee pressure correction equation is obtaained from th
he sum of
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malized mass continuity equations
e
usiing an extend
ded SIMPLE
E algorithm [[8]. Transient calculathe norm
tions weere performedd in order to
o estimate steeady-state. For
F each timee step, 60 iteerations weree adopted
to decreaase the norm
malized resid
dual of conceentration, flo
ow quantitiess and pressurre below 10-4
and enthalpy beelow 10-6. It took about 15
1 days for a single simulation.
Table 1.
1 Simulationn settings and
d material properties.
Conntents

Value

Steeel composition
n (wt.% C)
Latent heat (J kg-1)
y (W m-1 k-1)
Heaat conductivity
Speecific heat (J kg
k -1 k-1)
Inittial equiaxed number
n
densitty (m-3)
-3
Dennsity (kg m )
Dennsity diff. betw
ween liquid annd equiaxed (k
kg m-3)
Visscosity (kg m-11 s-1)
Straand diameter (m)
(
Straand length (m)
Cassting speed (m
m s-1)
Pouuring temperatture (K)
M
Mold
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4

Molld length (m)

0.432
2.71×105
34.0
500.0
1.0×108
6990.0
150.0
4.2×10-3
0.6
20.0
3.3×10-3
1795.0
0.7

Heaat transfer coeffficient (W m-2 K-1)
Len
ngth (m)
Heaat transfer coeffficient (W m-2 K-1)
Len
ngth (m)
Heaat transfer coeffficient (W m-2 K-1)
Len
ngth (m)
Heaat transfer coeffficient (W m-2 K-1)
Len
ngth (m)
Heaat transfer coeffficient (W m-2 K-1)

1000.0
0.53
333.0
1.52
195.0
2.65
111.0
14.6
10.0

3. Resullts
(T), liquid vvolume fractiion ( f  ),
The resuults analyzedd below inclu
ude distributtions of the temperature
t

equiaxedd volume fraaction ( f e ), columnar
c
voolume fractio
on ( f c ), velo
ocity of liquiid melt ( u  ), velocity

of equiaaxed crystalss ( u e ) and macrosegreg
m
gation index (  ). Here only the steeady-state reesults are
evaluated.

f
Figu
ure 2. Tempperature distrribution overrlapped with
h the liquid volume
v
fracttion isolines ( f  =
0.1, 0.5, and 0.9)). All of conttours are scalled by a facttor of 1/4 in the
t longitudin
inal direction
n.
3.1 Tempperature disttribution
The calcculated temperature field
d (Figure 2) iis quite symm
metrical with
h a relativelyy high tempeerature in
the uppeer center of the
t strand du
ue to the sup erheat (25K)) of the steell melt, a low
wer temperatu
ure in the
outer paart of the straand because of the heatt extraction on
o the strand
d surface thoorough wateer and air
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gth, is mainlly governed by the therm
mal field.
cooling. The pool deepth, the so--called metalllurgical leng
F
3. Thee cooling currve along
Cooling curves alongg the centerliine and strannd surface aree plotted in Figure
nes from those discontinuuity points. The temthe strannd surface cllearly indicattes different cooling zon
perature along the sttand surface is much low
wer than that along the ceenter. No obvvious changee in T occurs alonng the axis innitially from
m the meniscuus until reach
hing a turnin
ng point, at w
which the coo
oling rate
increasess dramatically. This turn
ning point inddicates the end
e of solidiffication at thhe casting ceenter. The
positon oof metallurgyy length is ab
bout 16 m.
2000
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Figgure 3. Temp
perature proffiles along ceenterline and casting surfa
face.
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Fiigure 4. Phaase distributio
ons overlappped with isollines ( f  =0.1, 0.5 and 0..9): (a) liquid
voolume fractioon f  ; (b) co
olumnar voluume fraction f c ; (c) equiaaxed volumee fraction f e .
3.2 As-caast structuree and column
nar-to-equiaxxed phase tra
ansition (CET)
The as-ccast structuree of the straand is descriibed by the distributions of the threee phases, which
w
are
shown inn Figure 4. The
T liquid phase
p
dominaates the upp
per center part of the dom
main. The reest of the
domain is occupied by the two solid phasess: the colum
mnar phase in
n the outer ppart and the equiaxed
phase inn the center. Growth of equiaxed cryystals and co
olumnar crystals are expplicitly calcu
ulated according to diffusion-governed growth kinetiics. Interaction between equiaxed annd columnarr phase is
considerred. When thhe volume fraaction of thee equiaxed ph
hase ahead of
o the columnnar tip front is bigger
than 0.449, the progrress of the columnar
c
tipp front is terrminated meechanically bby the so-caalled hard
block mechanism. Moreover,
M
sollutal blockinng, which reffers to the grrowth of collumnar being
g stopped
by the ssolute-enrichhed melt, is also introduuced [9]. Th
herefore, the columnar-too-equiaxed transition
t
(CET) iss predicted.
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The pphase distribbution along
g the centerliine and in radial
r
directiion at the ouutlet are anaalyzed
qualitativvely (Figuree 5). Along the centerlinne, f  decreases while f e increases,, and both phases
p
add up too 1, giving no
n space for the
t columnarr phase, Figu
ure 5(a). The columnar zoone is prediccted in
the outerr radial regioon. If we deffine the posiition of CET
T (columnar-tto-equiaxed transition) at
a fe =
0.5, the equiaxed zonne takes 37%
% of the stran
and radius. That
T
is ca. 13% of whole casting crosss section.

Figuree 5. Phase disstribution (a)) along the c enterline and
d (b) along th
he radial direection at the outlet.
3.3 Macrrosegregatioon
Figure 6 shows the contour
c
of th
he macrosegrregation index,  . In thee mold regioon near the meniscus,
m
 is zerro (neutral cooncentration in the originnal melt). In the liquid co
ore region, w
where f  is sttill larger
than 0.9,, the melt haas a positive value of  iindicating th
he enrichmen
nt of solute eelements. Wh
hen f  in
the castiing center drrops to abou
ut 0.5, strongg negative seegregation develops. Bettween the tw
wo distinguish areeas is the loccation wheree velocity off the equiaxed crystals beecomes equaal to the castiing speed
(no relattive velocityy between eq
quiaxed and the moving
g strand). Th
he rapid deveelopment off negative
segregattion at the traansition poin
nt correspondds to the pile--up of the eq
quiaxed crysttals due to seettlement.
On surfaace of the straand a tiny neegative segreegation zone is predicted..
A
A2 A3

A1
A

P0

f  = 0.9

0.5
0
-10

0.1
10

m
gation index ( (cmix  c0 ) / c0  100 ) oveerlapped with
h the
Figurre 6. Distribuution of the macrosegreg
liquidd volume fraaction isolinees for f  =0.11, 0.5 and 0.9
9.
The ddistribution of  changees dynamicaally, especiallly when f  is
i still largerr than 0.5. However,
H
the patteern is almostt fixed when
n f  is smalller than 0.1. A further interesting pphenomenon is that a
discontinnuous positivve segregatio
on zone in thhe middle raadius region (discontinuoous yellow zo
ones, just
located aabove the cennterline bluee zone) is alsoo developing
g around the central negaative segregaation zone.
We call this positive segregation band as midddle-radius positive segreegation.
g the radial direction at different
Macrrosegregationn index  profiles along the centerline and along
positionss are presented in Figurre 7. Along the centerlin
ne (Figure 7(a)),  near the meniscu
us is zero
indicatinng the initial concentratio
on in the oriiginal melt. Below
B
that  becomes ppositive and then followed by a positivee-to-negative transition aat about 13 m from the meniscus. T
The negativee  in the
casting ccenter reachees an extrem
me of -13%. A
After the possitive-to-neg
gative transitiion, the  cu
urve fluctuated sllightly. The final segregation profilees at different strand sectiions are anallyzed along the
t radial
directionn (A1, A2 annd A3), as plotted
p
in Figgure 7 (b). The
T segregattion profile aalong the seection A3
represennts the final segregation profile. Neaar the castin
ng surface, a slightly neegative segreegation is
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predictedd. Nearby, thhere is a sligh
htly positivee segregation
n zone. The most
m significaant segregatiion zones
are the m
mid-radius positive
p
segreegation and tthe center neegative segreegation. Thee positive seg
gregation
index at the mid-radiius region (ca. 80 mm froom axis) reacches the extreme of abouut 3%.

Fiigure 7. Maccrosegregatio
on index proffiles: (a) alo
ong the centeerline and (b)) along the raadial
d
direction
at th
hree differennt sections A1-A3 as mark
ked in Figuree 6.

v
(a) gglobal view of
o the strand
d and schemaatic of the liquid
Figurre 8. Relativve velocity vectors:
flow;; (b), (c) andd (d) show reelative velociities between
n liquid and columnar
c
phhases in zonees P1,
P2 annd P3; (d), (ee), (f) show relative
r
veloccity between
n equiaxed an
nd liquid phaases in zoness P1,
P2 annd P3.
4. Discu
ussions
4.1 Macrrosegregatioon mechanism
ms
Macroseegregation occcurs due to the relative movement between
b
phasses. Both theermal-solutal convection and equiaxed crrystal sedimeentation are ddynamic and
d unstable. Figure
F
8(a) ggives a globaal view of
the strannd. Figure 8 (b)-(d) are zoom-in
z
view
ws of the rellative velocitties betweenn liquid and columnar
c
phases inn zones P1, P2 and P3, respectively.
r
Similarly, Figure
F
8 (e)-((f) are zoom
m-in views off the relative veloocities betweeen equiaxed
d and liquid phases in zo
ones P1, P2 and P3. In the upper paart of the
strand neear the moldd wall, many
y vortexes foorm. In the middle
m
of thee domain, a llarge circulaation loop
occur. T
The melt sinkks along the columnar fr
front and risees at the casting center. At the botto
om of the
pool, thee rising meltt transports and
a mixes thhe rejected caarbon solute into the liquuid pool, leaading to a
6
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xed-liquid
solute ennriched area in the uppeer part of thee domain (Fiigure 8 (b)-((d)). The rellative equiax
velocity is always downwards
d
due
d to the deensity differeence between
n liquid andd equiaxed. Therefore
T
the equiaaxed phase would
w
sedim
ment and pile up at the bo
ottom of the liquid pool, leading to a negative
segregatted center (Fiigure 8 (e)-(ff)).
The rrelative mottion between
n phases is aalso responsible for otheer macroseggregation pheenomena,
such as the above-m
mentioned mid-radius
m
poositive macro
osegregation, whose form
mation mech
hanism is
demonsttrated in Figuure 9. The background
b
ccolor fluctuaation in Figurre 9(a) indiccates the form
mation of
the mid--radius positiive macroseg
gregation (reed color for positive).
p
Th
he black vecttors show th
he motion
of equiaxxed relative to
t columnar crystals. Thee white vecto
ors illustrate the motion oof liquid mellt relative
to the coolumnar crysstals. The forrmation mecchanism for this
t mid-radiius positive ssegregation is mainly
due to thhe motion off equiaxed cry
ystals, whichh tend to leav
ve the mush zone and seddiment down
nwards at
the castinng center. Inn the mush zo
one near the columnar tip
p front the sp
pace of the leeaving equiaaxed crystals (soluute-depleted)) is filled by
y the solute-eenriched meelt (Figure 9((b)). This kinnd of relativ
ve motion
causes thhe local incrrease of the mixture
m
conccentration, i.e. the formaation of a poositive macro
osegregation.

Γ [%]
5

-5

(b)

(a)

ormation meechanism of the mid-radius positive segregation: (a)
Figurre 9. Analyssis of the fo
zoom
m-in of P0 as marked in Figure
F
6; (b) schematic of the relativee motion betw
ween phases in a
representative vollume elemen
nt.
n result
4.2 Evalluation of thee segregation
The threee-phase mixxed columnarr-equiaxed ssolidification
n model used
d to simulatee macrosegreegation in
a verticaal continuouss casting is able to succ essfully explain the segrregation patttern from thee relative
motion bbetween liquuid, columnarr and equiaxxed phases. The
T predicted
d segregationn agrees quaalitatively
well witth the industtry praxis (Prrimetals): ceentral negativ
ve segregatio
on zone surrrounded by a slightly
positive segregation ring. It is worth
w
mentiooning that thee electromag
gnetic stirrinng (EMS) is currently
not moddeled explicittly. The mosst important function of EMS is to promote
p
the equiaxed zo
one in the
casting ccenter. In thhe current mo
odel, the efffect of EMS is considereed by settingg a predefin
ned initial
number density of equiaxed
e
crysstals, dependding on the intensity
i
of the
t EMS-indduced forced
d convection. Herre the initial number den
nsity of equiaaxed crystalss is determin
ned by a paraameter study
y to fulfill
the conddition that thhe calculated
d equiaxed zzone takes arround 30~40
0% of the str
trand radius (industry
experiennce).
One m
may notice that
t
differentt segregationn patterns weere observed in continuouus casting [1
10-16]. In
conventiional small bloom
b
and billet
b
casting s without EM
MS, the colu
umnar crystaals grow typically towards thhe casting ceenter, leading
g to the so-c alled bridgin
ng and resultting in positiive macroseg
gregation
in the caasting centerr [10, 11]. Nowadays
N
thhe utilization
n of EMS is popular. Thhe EMS can promote
significaant amount of
o equiaxed crystals
c
aheadd of the colu
umnar tip fro
ont. With thee increase of the equiaxed zonne in the castting center, segregation
s
ppattern can change
c
from aforementiooned positivee segregation to nnegative segrregation [12--13]. Buoro et al. [14] reeported that the  500 m
mm steel straand cross
section hhad a negativve segregatio
on in the centter. These references support the currrent modeling result.
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Some other industry results show different segregation patterns, conflicting with the current modeling result. Sun et al. [15] reported that there is a remarkable positive macrosegregation in the center of
a round steel bloom (350 mm diameter) with F-EMS. Li et al. [16] reported the similar results with
positive macrosegregation at the center of a 380×280 mm2 steel bloom under complex EMS condition.
The major difference is that they have used F-EMS just before end of solidification, which is not considered in the current vertical casting process. The F-EMS can modify the flow pattern and the motion
of the settling equiaxed crystals dramatically.
Although the first attempt to simulate macrosegregation in the large vertical continuous casting
gives some promising results and helps to interpret the formation mechanisms of some segregation
phenomena, the current model is still subject to further improvement. The origin of equiaxed crystals
by heterogeneous nucleation and fragmentation due to the effect of EMS are not properly modeled.
The flow pattern influenced by SEN in the mold is also not calculated. Full 3D simulation is needed to
give a more comprehensive understanding of the transport phenomena. Additionally, quantitative experimental validation is desired.
5. Summary
1) A first attempt to simulate the macrosegregation in a large vertical continuous casting ( 600 mm)
by using a three-phase mixed columnar-equiaxed solidification model was made. The modeling results give valuable insight into the solidification process of the large vertical continuous casting.
2) The solidification process in such a large vertically cast strand includes: evolution of columnar
dendrites, evolution and flotation/sedimentation of equiaxed crystals, thermal-solutal convection
and flow caused by crystal drag, development of a columnar-to-equiaxed transition, and formation
of macrosegregation.
3) The calculated segregation pattern agrees qualitatively with the industry praxis: negative segregation in the center equiaxed zone, surrounded by a middle-radius positive segregation ring in the
CET region. The relative motion between different phases successfully explains the segregation
pattern.
4) Further modeling effort, especially for the origin of equiaxed crystals by heterogeneous nucleation
and fragmentation due to electromagnetic stirring, and the corresponding experimental evaluation
are required in future.
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